The Facts about SAP Cloud
Industry’s largest base of cloud users – More business professionals – 38 millionplus - use cloud solutions from SAP than from any other enterprise vendor. This number
will nearly double once we complete our acquisition of Concur.
Most comprehensive cloud portfolio – covering the core and all lines of business
across key industries.
The leading social collaboration platform, SAP Jam (15M+ users) – that’s more than
competitors Chatter and Yammer.
The world’s largest, most global business network, the Ariba Network – THE
platform for managing all spend, suppliers, and processes in the simplest way possible,
with 1.55M+ connected companies in 190 countries transacting over half a trillion in
commerce on an annual basis. That’s more than double the volume of Amazon and
eBay combined.
Market-leading public cloud apps – ranked number one in HR, procurement,
business networks and social collaboration.
Solutions for total workforce management – end-to-end solutions to source and
manage temporary AND permanent (contingent) workers all in one place through the
combination of Ariba, Fieldglass and SuccessFactors.
Solutions for complete customer engagement – cloud-based innovations and
industry-specific applications that enable organizations to move beyond traditional
customer relationship management (CRM) and engage their customers anytime,
anywhere, from any device at any point in their journey.
Industry-specific offerings – With SAP Industry Cloud, companies can tap SAP’s over
40 years of unrivaled expertise across 25 industries to run mission critical processes in
the cloud.
The largest business cloud implementations in the world – some with more than 2
million users.

Industry’s most advanced cloud platform – The SAP HANA Cloud Platform provides
the agility to drive new levels of innovation, extend investments and adapt business
processes faster than ever before.
Flexibility and choice – Unlike many vendors, SAP recognizes the cloud isn’t an
either/or proposition. We offer private and managed cloud options with SAP HANA
Enterprise Cloud – a managed cloud service ideal for mission-critical applications that
offers cloud elasticity and scalability and a non-disruptive path to the cloud so that
customers don’t need to “rip and replace.” Customers can access SAP HANA
applications and platform on a subscription basis via the SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud.
A cloud for all sizes – SAP also knows the cloud isn’t one-size-fits all. So we offer SAP
Business One Cloud, a unique solution managed and hosted by certified SAP partners
that provides smaller enterprises with the same functionality and security as SAP
Business One on-premise enabling them to reap the same benefits as their larger
peers.
Vast ecosystem of cloud partners – SAP has more than 11,700 partners worldwide,
including channel partners, ISVs, OEM, platform and services partners who are
developing new apps and cloud services and reselling SAP Cloud to customers around
the world.
Fastest-growing enterprise cloud company at scale with 39% growth – beating
both Oracle and Salesforce
SAP is sustaining its cloud growth profitably, something not all other cloud players
can claim.
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